
NashStream Policy: 
Contained herein are policies regarding both, the NashStream Application and Web Player. 

NashStream reserves the right to add and remove content at its discretion without warning 

or notification. 

NashStream DOES NOT collect information/data for usage and/or 3rd parties whatsoever 

(except in the form of surveys or it is extremely required to resolve support issues). 

NashStream DOES NOT collect information/data about a user’s location. 

A user of NashStream’s services MAY NOT do the following: 

- Download content without the expressed and written permission of NashStream. 

- Modify/tamper/change/edit the application or Web Player through any way by any 

means whatsoever without the expressed and written permission of NashStream. 

- Sell any of NashStream’s services in any way by any means whatsoever. 

NashStream nor its affiliates accept responsibility for any damage the application/Web Player 

causes on a user’s devices. The Application has been scanned with various Anti- Virus 

programs and has been certified as safe. 

Downloading of NashStream content is permitted through our registered partners only. 

Availability of this content is at the discretion of our partners. They may modify/add/remove 

content without any notification or warning to the user.** 

NashStream is not obliged to offer support for any issue on any device however NashStream 

does provide support for devices* that runs its applications. (This does not imply all devices 

but the device that NashStream has announced/stated). 

NashStream reserves the right to amend this policy at its discretion without any warning or 

notification. 

**This may be superseded by our partners’ policy (if any). 

 

Exclusive Content Policy: 

The exclusive content policy adheres to the NashStream policy set above with additions: 

Exclusive content made available using NashStream MAY NOT be downloaded in any way 

whatsoever nor will it be made available for download in any way by any means whatsoever 

(except with the discretion of NashStream.) 

Exclusive content will not be made available via NashStream’s Applications (superseded by 

NashStream’s discretion) but will be made available via the NashStream Website as per the 

conditions set by NashStream. 

NashStream reserves the right to add, remove or modify all content it makes available at its 

discretion without any warning or notification whatsoever. 



NashStream reserves the right to decide the format as well as the compatibility in which it 

delivers its content and may change this at its discretion without any warning or notification 

whatsoever. 
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